Name ____________________________

Name each picture. Write the word on the line.

__________  ____________

__________  ____________

__________  ____________

__________  ____________

Read each phrase. Rewrite it to show its possessive form.

the shirt of Dad ____________________________
the bed of the dogs __________________________
the door of the school __________________________
the hive of the bees __________________________

Name ____________________________

Choose a word from the box and write it on the line to complete each sentence.

play  played  swimming  swims  drives  driving

Last week we _______________ baseball.

Peter is _______________ in the lake.

Mom _______________ her car to the store.

I _______________ the tuba on Tuesdays.

Read each word. Add an ending to the word to match the meaning given.

cold  more cold  ____________

most cold  ____________

fluffy  more fluffy  ____________

most fluffy  ____________

slow  more slow  ____________

most slow  ____________

hot  more hot  ____________

most hot  ____________

Lesson 34: Review and Monitor
Directions: Students cut out the pictures. They use the cards to help them tell about the rhyme.
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